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Accept our invitation

and visit the West Bohemian spa town of JÁCHYMOV, a centre 

of wellness and health situated at the foothills of the Ore Moun-

tains, almost lost in the sea of woods spreading along the border 

with Germany. Thanks to its silver mines, the town had belonged 

among the most important European towns since the Middle 

Ages. And despite being the second largest town of the Bohemian 

Kingdom after Prague with 18,000 inhabitants, you may still find 

many well-preserved romantic corners with just the right atmos-

phere and mainly a magnificent countryside with breathtaking 

views of the region. 

The highest peak of the Ore Mountains, the majestic Klínovec 

(1244m), rises only a few metres from the spa centre and from 

one of the main spa streets, you may walk up a comfortable forest 

path, which ends at a chairlift. The chairlift will take you straight 

up to the mountain top where you may enjoy enchanting views of 

the surrounding valleys and often experience quite windy weath-

er, as well as genuine mountain climate in winter. Every year, snow 

lies on Klínovec for the longest time in the country and the local 

downhill courses and cross-country tracks are therefore a popular 

destination of all visitors coming to the Region of Karlovy Vary. 

T H E  F I R S T  R A D O N  S PA  I N  T H E  W O R L D

Radonek‘s Tip: Jáchymov Spa lies 700 metres above sea 

level and its average annual temperature of 7°C is typi-

cal of the submontane climate. However, when the sun shines 

over the valley, you will forget about rain and snow, puddles, 

and other caprices of the local weather. You will show your 

face to the warm sunrays and indulge in the wonderful fra-

grances of the surrounding woods. That is the fairy-tale mag-

ic of Jáchymov...

Mysterious woods, ragged vales, torrent mountain streams, and high-level plains crowned with the 

tops of the Ore Mountains enhance the dreamy beauty of Jáchymov. Although, its greatest treasure rests 

hidden deep underground from where rare curative springs rise to give health to many people. There is 

hardly a place in the world where you would find such sophisticated and effective radon water therapy as 

in Jáchymov Spa. The spa treatment is founded on the widely recognized and famed Czech rehabilitation 

methods, the radon concentration which is quite unique in the world, and on the individual approach of 

the spa physicians. Moreover, the spa offers an amicable atmosphere abundant with ease and tranquillity. 
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The history of Svornost, which is the podest operating mine in 

Central Europe and supplies pain-relieving radon water to the 

world famous spa, began in 1518. The mine had been first called 

Konstantin and it received its present name 12 years later. As a re-

sult of extensive rare metal mining, the town was presently raised 

to the status of a free royal mining town by King Ludwig Jagellon.

Unfortunately, no treasure is inexhaustible and thus, the attractive 

Jáchymov silver was soon replaced by cobalt and by uranium ore, 

i.e. pitchblende, in the 19th century. If its name reminds you of pitch, 

which is largely associated with bad luck, you are not far from the 

truth. The uranium ore got its rather derisive name from the miners 

– because where pitchblende was found, all hopes for discovering 

more „valuable“ minerals ended. Initially, pitchblende was utilised 

in the manufacture of special uranium dyes that were used to deco-

rate glass and porcelain. The dyes were mixed in the lower part of 

the town on the site of the present-day spa park. When in 1899 

Marie Curie-Skłodowska and her husband Pierre Curie discovered 

a new radioactive element in the Jáchymov pitchblende known as 

radium, the Svornost Mine soon began supplying the mineral to 

a local uranium factory. The factory was closed down in 1939.

How Is Radon Water Created or the 

Radon Mystery

The creation of radon water is primarily attributable to rain. Rain-

drops flow through the granite massif up to one kilometre below 

the Earth‘s surface where they penetrate radioactive rock vein 

structures. Here, the water is enriched with radon gas. This pro-

cess is aptly denoted as live water circulation by experts. Water 

circulation is best supported by dolomite, carbon or quartz. 

The curative water springs from four wells located at the depth of 

500 metres in the Svornost Mine. The four springs flow into a single 

pool from where they water is drawn up to a depth of 390 metres 

and into a pipeline 2,880 m long that leads through the mine pits 

and supplies spa facilities. Some more figures: 550 m3 of water are 

drawn from the Svornost Mine every day; 350 m3 of the water is 

designated for curative purposes and the remaining volume is uti-

lised by heat pumps. 

At present, Jáchymov Spa exploits the following four springs for 

therapeutic purposes (their mixture for various baths):

The Origins of the Jáchymov Miracle

When extracting ore at the depth of 500 metres in 1864, the 

miners struck a water spring of such strength that it flooded the 

whole pit. Back then, only a few miners who bathed in the water 

to heal minor bruises and injuries were convinced of its healing 

powers. The true curative effect of radon water came to light only 

in 1906 with the first private baths of baker Kuhn to which water 

was delivered in wooden hods. Presently, the state took charge 

of the development of balneology and built a pipeline to the first 

spa house in Jáchymov – the Agricola – in 1911. 

As news of the miraculous water were spreading more and more 

rapidly, the original inn, the size of which had become insuf-

ficient, was replaced by the magnificent Neo-Classicist Radium 

Palace Hotel in 1912. In its time, the Radium Palace belonged to 

the very best Europe had to offer. It was visited by numerous fa-

mous personages, such as the first Czechoslovak president, Tomáš 

Garrigue Masaryk, writer Alois Jirásek, composer Richard Strauss, 

opera singer Fyodor Ivanovich Shalyapin, or writers Eduard Bass 

and Karel May.

The period after World War II was negatively impacted by the 

abrupt expansion of uranium mining, leaving pitch black stains 

on the fame of the spa. Only when uranium mining had finally 

ended in the early 1960s, Jáchymov acquired the status of a spa 

town and its repute once again began rising to a better place in 

the sun.

The Svornost Mine passed under the administration of the Mini-

stry of Health and the State Jáchymov Spa and since then, it has 

mainly served for capturing and drawing of radon water. Today, 

the mine and all spa facilities belong to the joint-stock company 

Léčebné lázně Jáchymov a.s., which, like its successful predeces-

sors, seeks not only to set the pace of modern balneology but also 

to preserve the well-proven and valued therapeutic methods. 

Therefore, the company systematically invests into state-of-the-

art equipment and infrastructure, continuous training of all its 

employees, as well as into scientific research.

Yield Temperature Radon content

Curie 30 l / min. 29˚C 5 kBq / l

C1 30 l / min. 29˚C 11 kBq / l

Běhounek 300 l / min. 36˚C 10 kBq / l

Agricola 10 l / min. 29˚C 20 kBq / l

Radonek‘s Tip: From 1519, the Royal Mint began 

minting silver tolars (Joachimsthaler), which inspired 

the American settlers when they were deciding on the name 

of their currency – i.e. the dollar.

Radonek‘s Tip: Do you know how miners used to ex-

tract the earth‘s riches? With sledgehammers, hammers 

and chisels... Before that, however, they heated the rock with 

fire and poured water over it to disrupt its surface so they could 

penetrace deeper inside the rock. Approximately 400 tons of 

silver were extracted in Jáchymov using this quite laborious 

method. The more modern dynamite extraction began to be 

deployed only in the second half of the 19th century. The Svor-

nost Mine ceased its mining operations in September 1962 and 

by then, more than 400 tons of uranium had been extracted 

(a total of 7,000 tons in the Jáchymov district).

Radonek‘s Tip: The Geophysical Institute of the Acad-

emy of Sciences of the Czech Republic monitors tre-

mors within the Earth‘s crust with the aid of a seismograph 

placed half a kilometre under the surface – at the 12th level 

of the Svornost Mine. 

Radonek‘s Tip: Based on the findings of experts from 

the Charles University in Prague, the age of Jáchy-

mov‘s radon water is estimated between 30,000 and 35,000 

years. Additional exploratory drilling is currently underway 

with the aim to find new curative resources.

One of these wells drilled by specialists at the 12th level of the 

mine 500 metres below the surface is approximately 334.6 m 

deep, which means that it reaches some 77 metres below sea 

level! The youngest spring is Agricola, discovered in 2000. 

FROM THE HISTORY OF THE SPAFROM THE HISTORY OF THE SPA

History of Ore Mining in the Jáchymov Region:

When in 1516 the original settlement of Konradsgrün became the mining 

town of Údolí svatého Jáchyma (St. Joachim‘s Valley), no one suspected 

what amazing natural riches, apart from valued minerals, lay hidden in the 

depths of the earth.

1516 - 1600 1600 - 1852

Non-ferrous 

metal mining 

1852 - 1962

Uranium ore 

mining

from 1906 to this date

Capturing and drawing

of radon water for spaspa

treatment purposesnt purposes
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Water is the essence of life on Earth. The radon-rich mineral water 

from Jáchymov improves the quality of life of the sick. It relieves of 

pain, revitalizes, and heals. Every year, its healing power is experi-

enced by more than 20,000 satisfied guests from all over the world 

and most of them, lured by its magical powers, return again. 

The quintessence of the treatment of diseases of the locomotive 

system in Jáchymov are baths in radon-rich water. Radon, radon-

222 isotope respectively, is a chemically inert gas that rises from 

the depths of the Ore Mountains and dissolves in underground 

springs. It is a source of soft ionising alpha radiation. During a ra-

don bath, the surface of the body is exposed to an energy shower 

of radon alpha particles. The alpha particles trigger a chain of phy-

siological reactions, which soothe pain, improve joint movement, 

blood circulation and healing, stimulate regeneration processes in 

the tissue of locomotive organs, harmonize vegetative functions, 

positively affect blood pressure, and they boost the immune sys-

tem of the body. The penetration of radon into blood circulation is 

negligible and its biological half-life (elimination of radon from the 

body) is 20 minutes (i.e. the duration of the radon bath).

A Bogey Named RADON 

If you fear that radon therapy may harm you, we assure you that 

your concerns are absolutely unnecessary. With the total number 

of 21 baths, the radioactivity volume absorbed by your body 

equals the quantity you are exposed to when undergoing a lung 

X-ray. Throughout your treatment, you are under the supervision 

of a physician who assesses any potential health risks immediately 

during your entry medical examination and recommends an indi-

vidual therapy that is most suitable for you. In addition, we regu-

larly scrutinize the radon content in the water and in the air. 

Léčebné lázně Jáchymov a.s. is the holder of a certificate awarded 

by the State Office for Nuclear Safety, which authorizes the com-

pany to provide radon-based therapy. Moreover, daily monitoring 

of compliance with the procedures prescribed for the drawing of 

radon water and subsequent application of radon baths is secured 

by a dosimetry laboratory. 

What Problems are Treated in 

the Spa – Diagnoses 

Locomotive organs diseases

■ Inflammatory - rheumatoid arthritis and all types of rheumatism,  

 psoriatic arthritis, spondylitis ankylosans – Bechterew disease

■ Degenerative - degenerative diseases of joints and spine

■ System - sclerodermy, system lupus, myositis etc.

■ Other - post-injury and post-surgery conditions of locomotive  

 organs, including joint replacements and spine surgeries

Peripheral neural system diseases

■ Neuralgia, neuritis, spine syndromes

■ Weak cases of paralysis, polyneuropathy, carpal tunnel syndromes

Metabolic disorders

■ Complications in cases of diabetes, gout (joints, neural) etc.

Skin diseases

■ psoriasis (joints and skin), burns and reconstructive surgery with  

 tendency to scarring

Diseases of the Central Nervous System 

■ post-surgery and post-inflammation conditions in the phase of  

 reparation, Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis – early stages,  

 polio in adults, syringomyelia – early stages, weak paralyses,  

 polyneuropathy

Post-surgery and post-traumatic conditions

Osteoporosis

For Whom Is Radon Therapy Unsuitable?

■ For people with any type of acute illness or disease – e.g. 

infections, non-stabilised arterial hypertension, heart or breathing 

disorders, unstable diabetes, untreated hyper function of the 

thyroid gland, etc.

■  For patients 1 or 2 years after radical surgery or other 

oncological disease therapy, unless an oncologist consents to 

radon therapy

■ For children and youth under 18 years of age

■ For pregnant women

Radonek‘s Tip: The world uniqueness of Jáchymov 

Spa is not based „solely“ on the treatment quality. It is 

the only spa in the world that employs miners who take care 

of the smooth supply of the miraculous radon-rich water to 

individual balneological facilities, as well as of the good tech-

nical condition of the Svornost Mine.

H E A L I N G  E N E R G Y  F R O M  T H E  E A R T H ‘ S  D E P T H S

RADON WATERRADON WATER

The distinctive natural curative characteristics are just that what makes any 

certain location a place where spa treatment can be carried out. Jáchymov is 

thanks to its natural curative resources absolutely unique and different.

They can treat here with the assistance of radon water which has – unlike 

other resources– not chemical but energetic effects.

Radonek‘s Tip: Perhaps the most convincing evi-

dence of the safety and effectiveness of the Jáchymov 

cure are our guests who have been returning for ten, twenty 

and even thirty years. Despite often severe chronic diseases, 

their life has become acceptable thanks to radon therapy. Try 

it yourself, you will not regret it!
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The fundamental treatment program in Jáchymov Spa is the Tra-

ditional Jáchymov Treatment. It takes place under the supervision 

of an experienced physician who, following an entry examination, 

draws up your treatment plan that respects your specific problems 

and who subsequently monitors the progress and the effect of 

your treatment during regular follow-up examinations and exit 

medical examination. Ideally, you ought to take advantage of this 

true Jáchymov pearl for three weeks (not less than 12 days as the 

treatment would not bring the desired effect). 

The fundamental stone of this program are the unique Radon 

Baths. Like a small stream feeding a pond, mineral water contain-

ing radon fills a special hydrotherapy tub from below. This method 

guarantees the maximum possible effect of curative radon that 

would otherwise disperse before reaching the water surface if the 

tub was filled traditionally from above. For 15 or 20 minutes, you 

relax in water with a temperature between 35 and 37° Celsius and 

therapeutically ideal radon concentration of 4 – 5 kBq per litre. 

After the bath, you rest on a bed, wrapped in a warm blanket or 

sheet for another 15 or 20 minutes.

Just as important part of the treatment is an active rehabilitation 

care provided by the physiotherapists according to the newest 

methods. Hydrotherapy, electrotherapy, massages, medical physi-

cal exercise, thermotherapy, treatment by pulsating magnetic field 

or bio-stimulating laser and a number of other methods support 

the final result of the treatment and help the clients regain the lost 

or weakened functions of the locomotive organs.

To allow your organism to respond to the therapy and to start its 

regeneration processes, you should undergo at least 10 bath ses-

sions. Endocrine glands (including gonads) are also stimulated 

within this time period. Regeneration does not end with the last 

bath, on the contrary, it continues for another 4 or 6 weeks. How 

long will the acquired energy relieve you of pain? With some peo-

ple, for more than 6 months. In most cases, consumption of anal-

gesic and other drugs drops quite significantly.

T R A D I T I O N A L 

J Á C H Y M O V  T R E A T M E N T 

Basic Curative Product

The program includes

■ Entry, follow-up and exit medical examinations, 

including a medical report

■ Basic laboratory examination

■ Therapeutic procedures according to an individual 

treatment plan (usually three per day, except Sundays)

Certificates of Quality 

In balneology, there is no better measure of quality than a satisfied 

guest who is feeling better and will gladly return. Nonetheless, 

there are also formal certificates that recognize service quality, 

which may serve as guidance when selecting the most suitable spa 

if you do not have enough personal experience.

Jáchymov Spa takes pride in acquiring several certificates of quality:

ISO 9001: 2000 – TÜV - This certificate verifies systematic service 

improvement

Medispa - This certificate evidences the professional quality of 

comprehensive spa care 

EuropespaMed - With this certificate, the European Spas 

Association attests the achievement of the standard of the best 

European spa facilities in terms of quality and professional care, 

safety, hygiene, etc. 

Radonek‘s Tip: You may try the analgesic, anti-inflam-

matory and bio-stimulating effects of the radon baths 

yourself as you do not need to consult a single session with 

your physician. As mentioned before, though, the desired 

effect is achieved after a minimum of ten bath sessions. We 

therefore recommend you to consult your physician and com-

plete the whole treatment program. It will definitely bring you 

relief in no time.

Radonek‘s Tip: In case you do not have enough 

time or you have other reasons for shortening your 

stay at the spa, you may undergo your most favourite pro-

cedures in the form of out-patient treatment, or within the 

RADON TREATMENT program, which includes daily radon 

baths (except Sundays) complemented with another spa 

procedure according to your individual needs.

Unique radon baths, the latest physiotherapeutic and rehabilitation 

methods, all under the guidance of trained professionals – that is the most 

suitable combination for your health.

SPA TREATMENTSPA TREATMENT
I N  J Á C H Y M O V 

Radonek‘s Tip: Jáchymov Spa also received the presti-

gious Balneological Company of the Year award for its 

essential Traditional Radon Cure product.
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What to Expect? 

Apart from the unique radon baths, many other interesting pro-

cedures are waiting for you in Jáchymov Spa. They are definitely 

worth trying! These procedures will help you complement your 

basic cure and ensure that you relax as much as possible and re-

generate your body. Some procedures may be chosen according 

to your wishes, while other procedures are subject to your physi-

cian‘s recommendation. For therapeutic and relaxation purposes, 

we take advantage of almost the whole assortment of modern 

treatment procedures. For your better orientation, we have divi-

ded the procedures into therapeutic groups based on their effect: 

i.e. balneological procedures, hydrotherapy, massages, therapeu-

tic rehabilitation, physical therapy, special therapy, etc.

Aromatic Bath with Additives 

Do you like various herbs or the scent of the sea? We can make all 

this happen for you. We add various ingredients into water 36°C 

warm to make you feel pleasant, relieve tension in your body and 

to make sure that the suitably selected combination helps you re-

lax and regenerate as much as possible. After the bath, you can 

further enjoy peace and ease in a warm dry wrap.

Dry Carbon Bath 

The soothing and highly effective CO
2
 bath attracts all visitors com-

ing to the spa. With this genuinely natural method, we stimulate the 

physiological functions of your body, which naturally enhance your 

immune system and mental well-being. What do you need to do? 

Almost nothing. Just come and lie down, and leave the rest to the 

spa nurses. They will wrap you up in a bag filled with carbon dioxide. 

You need not worry, however, your head will remain outside, and 

if you feel unpleasant, just let the staff know. The bag will be tied 

under your arms and your body will respond to the higher CO
2
 con-

tent by expanding all vessels and capillaries in the skin and thereby, 

increase oxygen levels in the skin surface and throughout your body 

(in muscles, internal organs, as well as glands and the brain).

Gas Injections

Are you afraid of injections? There is no need to be afraid of gas 

injections. They are applied straight to the problematic parts or to 

the so-called acupuncture points. The injections contain between 

5 and 30ml of thermal carbon dioxide and bring you pain relief.

Therapeutic Exercise

Those who exercise occasionally know the feeling quite well. You 

suddenly find out that you have muscles you have never felt before 

and that you need more than half a day to get them moving. The 

best recipe for avoiding such conditions is to exercise on a regular 

basis. Because we know that exercise contributes the most to the 

effect of radon baths, professionally trained physiotherapists will

teach you how to exercise correctly. Within individual or group 

exercises in the gym, swimming pool or on workout equipment, 

our physiotherapists will help you improve your physical condition. 

You will learn how to coordinate movement and deal with muscle 

tension, and you will take home plenty of valuable experience. 

Manual Techniques

Individual attention of a physician or physiotherapist is necessary to 

relax soft tissue and to eliminate blockades in your spine or joints. 

Our physicians will correct the position of your spine or joints with 

the aid of their hands, softballs, overballs, or foam balls.

Vacuwell

You have surely seen someone walk on a treadmill belt and you 

may have even tried it out yourself. We made use of this principle 

and wrapped the treadmill belt into a vacuum case to augment 

its effect even more. Walking in vacuum triggers the overall meta-

bolic process. Moreover, it reduces oedemas of the lower limbs 

and enhances the health of your cardiovascular system. This exer-

cise belongs to the more challenging, however, those who endure 

can, apart from improved health, expect to lose those unwanted 

extra centimetres and gradually eliminate their cellulitis.

Water therapy has been used since ancient times. Even back then, 

people knew that water could relax and stimulate the whole 

body. The baths in Jáchymov Spa have a pleasant temperature of 

36°C and, in addition to their relaxing effects, you will also experi-

ence the valuable curative effects of hydrotherapeutic baths.

Balneological procedures

Rehabilitation procedures

Hydrotherapy procedures

T R E A T M E N T  M E T H O D S 

I N  J Á C H Y M O V  S P A
Pearl Bath 

This hydrotherapeutic massage in water full of caressing air bub-

bles is designated for all diseases of the locomotive system, includ-

ing spinal pain. After the bath, we will again let you rest in a dry 

wrap so that you enjoy its soothing massage effect to the fullest.

Whirlpool Bath

Whirling water is supplied into the tub through jets and the water 

pressure gently massages either your whole body (whole body 

bath) or just your hands and legs (partial bath). The bath intensely 

promotes blood circulation in your body. 

Scotch Showers

This tonising and vessel-activating procedure helps you harden your 

body, strengthen your immune system, and promote your blood cir-

culation. Your whole body is massaged by alternate jet flows of 40°C 

warm and 25°C cold water. Come and merge in the healthy flow!

Kneipp‘s Footwalk

Imagine walking on smooth pebbles that gently massage all parts 

of your feet. Our small improvement is that the pebbles are in 

warmer and colder flowing water which has a beneficial effect on 

circulation disorders. You will feel refreshed and relaxed.

Massages can be undoubtedly denoted as the oldest form of 

treatment as people have been instinctively rubbing aching 

parts of their body to relieve themselves of pain. Our masseurs 

and masseuses certainly know the right touches that will re-

lieve you of muscle and tissue tension! Moreover, a correctly 

applied massage improves blood circulation.

Classic Partial Massage

As the name itself implies, it is a classic massage with traditional 

massage preparations. After consulting a physician, the masseur 

focuses on the specific part of the body that needs the massage 

the most. The effect of a massage may differ based on the intensi-

ty of touch – from a stimulating to a relaxing effect. Nevertheless, 

any massage mainly supports metabolic processes and circulation 

in the massaged area. It aids in the re-absorption of oedemas, it 

beneficially affects muscle fatigue, and eliminates stiffness. 

Reflex Massage 

This special massage technique belongs among the true „mas-

terpieces“ of our physiotherapists. By stimulating reflex points 

or zones in the hypodermis, muscles and the periosteum, they 

influence the functioning of the whole locomotive system. Apart 

from that, the massage has a beneficial effect on the functioning 

of internal organs, nerves and the vascular system, as well as on 

functional disorders of the organism.

Manual Lymph Drainage 

The gentle manual lymph drainage technique supports the drain-

age of lymph from the affected tissue with the aid of various special 

touches. After draining regional lymph nodes, the masseur proceeds 

from the central area outwards, promoting circulation in tissues, al-

leviating painful tension and the feeling of heaviness in the legs. 

Foot Sole Reflex Massage

It is a known fact that all internal organs, glands, and other body 

parts, including the spine, joints and muscles, reflect in the feet as 

reflex images or points. As a result, it is possible to affect health 

by pressing the correct reflex point. This method is based on the 

principles of acupressure. It supports the internal balance of the 

organism and lowers overall tension. In addition, it alleviates pain 

and it also has a beneficial effect on the state of mind and brings 

a great relaxing feeling. 

Hot Lava Stone Massage

The soothing touch of special hot stones with an extraordinarily 

strong energetic reaction perfectly relieves the mind of stress, 

fatigue and tension. This quite untraditional and exotic mas-

sage brings relief to blocked parts of the body that inhibit the 

ideal flow of lymph. Moreover, various exotic aromatic oils bring 

you a relaxed feeling. If you are continuously experiencing both 

physical and mental stress, you should definitely find some time 

for a hot lava stone massage. Apart from feeling perfectly relaxed, 

the hot stones will also boost your blood circulation.

Radonek‘s Tip: If you suffer from swollen legs after an 

injury or surgery, or you suffer with chronic venous in-

sufficiency, manual lymph drainage is the best choice for you! 

If you do not have a severe heart or vascular disease, you may 

enjoy this procedure even without consulting a physician.

Radonek‘s Tip: This procedure is known as the „bags“ 

among experts. It is suitable for people of all ages - young 

and old. You will boost your immune system without any risk 

and... shh! The carbon bath also supports the production of sexual 

hormones...
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Salt Cave

Regular trips to the sea to get some fresh sea air are somewhat 

demanding in terms of money and time. Therefore, we brought 

the sea into the Ore Mountains and installed it at the Agricola Spa 

Centre. The special cave with salt-covered walls creates a pure 

ionised environment with ideal humidity. The salt cave environ-

ment is enriched by minerals released at temperatures ranging 

from 20 to 23°C. The right choice of music and unobtrusive illumi-

nation contribute to your overall relaxation. In addition to spend-

ing your time pleasantly by relaxing on one of the beds, the salt 

cave is especially beneficial for those suffering with air passage 

diseases, insufficient functioning of the thyroid gland, cardiovas-

cular diseases, hypertension, or dermatologic disorders.

Oxygen Therapy

Pleasantly spent moments with relaxing music and oxygen in-

haled through a breathing mask. It is no surprise because it is 

namely oxygen that significantly contributes to the regeneration 

of all cells in the human body, especially those in the brain! Oxy-

gen therapy considerably accelerates thinking, it has a positive 

effect on your mental health and it substantially slows down the 

aging process. Nothing doing, you do get younger in Jáchymov...

Aerosol Inhalation 

Do you need to ease expectoration? Try inhaling the aerosol of 

tepid mineral water. It will bring relief by moistening your mucous 

membrane.

Electro Therapy

Diadynamic therapy, interference and Träbert‘s current, diather-

my or transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) – all 

these procedures exploit various forms of physical energy for the 

treatment of painful syndromes of the locomotive system. In ad-

dition to pain relief, they also have an anti-inflammatory effect. 

Cryotherapy

Since heat can heal why could not cold heal too? In Jáchymov 

Spa, you can enjoy both. When undergoing instrument cryo-

therapy, you will experience a flow of icy-cold air reaching tem-

peratures of 30°C below zero, which is directed at the painful 

area. Or perhaps you would prefer the application of traditional 

bags at a temperature of - 18°C? We recommend this type of 

treatment to patients after trauma, or to patients suffering with 

muscle cramps or inflammatory arthrosis.

The invention of the cryocabin triggered a boom in whole-body 

cryotherapy. In a cryocabin, your body is exposed to liquid nitro-

gen at a temperature of -160°C, while your sensitive body parts 

are protected and your head is above the „frozen space“. Those 

who have tried the cryocabin know that extremely low tempera-

tures can be pleasantly warm, and with correct dosages, freezing 

temperatures will rid you of pain, inflammations, and make you 

less susceptible to various illnesses.

Paraffin Wraps

From cold to heat! Fight arthrosis or rheumatic diseases effective-

ly, for example, by soaking your hands in a warm paraffin bath at 

temperatures from 52 to 55°C. We will then let your hands rest in 

polyethylene foil and subsequently, we will wrap them in a dry 

warm towel. Paraffin promotes blood circulation, supports meta-

bolic processes and relaxes stiff joints and ligaments.

Physical therapy

Inhalation procedures

Radonek‘s Tip: You will find a much wider offer of spa 

procedures on our website www.laznejachymov.cz or 

in additional leaflets available at receptions. Attention! Some 

procedures can be only prescribed by a physician!
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Shortly after radiation had been discovered by Henri Becquerel, it 

began to be used in medicine. Roentgen rays, for example, have 

been known to diagnostic medicine for a long time. Today, radia-

tion is mostly associated with radiotherapy of malign tumours, 

the purpose of which is to destroy malign cells, while causing 

minimum harm to the surrounding healthy cells.

Oncologists were the first to reveal a rather interesting fact, which 

has been put into practice also in Jáchymov. When a patient with 

a malign tumour is exposed to a high dose of radiation, the result 

is not only the destruction of tumour cells but also relief from se-

vere pain caused by the tumour itself. If a considerably lower dose 

of radiation is applied, no cells are destroyed, yet the pain-relief 

effect remains. Moreover, low-dose radiation can reduce inflam-

mations. The discovery resulted in the application of low-dose 

radiation within the treatment of disorders that have nothing in 

common with malign tumours, in particular, to alleviate chronic 

pain of the locomotive system.

The best known method capable of reducing pain with the aid 

of radiation is known among patients under its common name 

– deep X-ray. This method is also occasionally used as a part of spa 

treatment in Jáchymov, nonetheless, very low doses of X-radia-

tion are deployed in this case, namely for the treatment of joint 

problems. On the other hand, brachyradiotherapy applied in Já-

chymov is not known as widely, although it is familiar especially 

to patients suffering from pain of the spine and large joints under 

its somewhat peculiar name – Jáchymov Boxes...

The Jáchymov Boxes undoubtedly deserve much more attention. 

It is a treatment method with an almost 100-year-old tradition. 

It has helped many people who were suffering with pain, which 

did not respond to available drugs or which could not be treated 

with available drugs due to frequent side effects. It has repeat-

edly aided people in delaying surgery, including those involving 

large joint endoprostethis. The treatment is a world rarity and it 

is only offered in Jáchymov Spa. 

The principle is quite simple. A box containing an emitter of low-

energy gamma rays is applied to the painful joint for six hours. 

The applicator box is designed to avoid any direct contact of the 

emitter with the skin and the minimum distance is approximate-

ly 2 centimetres. This way, any damage to the skin is eliminated. 

The gentle way in which the radiation is applied is unprecedent-

ed. While only the particular area is exposed to radiation, which 

does not have any effect on the more remote parts of the human 

body, and the patient‘s body gradually adapts to the radiation, 

no negative effects should occur. During the therapy, a specific 

joint or spinal segment are exposed to radiation for a longer 

period of time, in a very slow and gentle manner, and after ap-

proximately five or six weeks, its results bring pain relief to the 

patient and reduce inflammatory reactions that usually accom-

pany painful joints.

Clients may undergo the procedure subject to the consent of their 

physician and its application is supervised by specialists and a ra-

diologist. Jáchymov physicians are quite familiar with brachyra-

diotherapy and some have been applying it for many years. With 

brachyradiotherapy, they are able to bring such relief to patients 

that many return to Jáchymov Spa namely because of this old, tra-

ditional, yet unique and special treatment.

B R A C H Y R A D I O T H E R A P Y

A Specialty of Jáchymov Spa

You are in the care of our specialists
13



As mentioned many times before, the greatest treasures of health in 

Jáchymov Spa are the radon baths and premium quality rehabilita-

tion care. The latter is the responsibility of our top team of physiothe-

rapists who are continuously broadening their expertise and know-

ledge of the latest treatment methods. Whereas the fundaments of 

rehabilitation care comprise traditional soft mobilisation techniques, 

sensomotoric exercises, spine school, or reflex methods. 

The first step of the physiotherapist‘s individual approach to you 

– as our guest – is to carry out a kinesiological analysis, which al-

lows the physiotherapist to determine the ideal method for you. 

To your utmost benefit, the physiotherapist then gives you valu-

able advice regarding your correct body and walking posture, as 

well as subsequent home exercises. This way, you improve your 

health and make a difference yourself!

Whenever possible, guests (even during their repeated stay) are in 

the care of the same physiotherapist throughout their treatment. 

The guests can thus see their progress and they can boast them-

selves with their visible achievements. Group exercises are also 

highly motivating, as the guests learn they are not alone in their 

fight and that they have a big chance of achieving success as their 

fellow patients. Is it hard to believe? The solution is simple: come 

to Jáchymov Spa and see for yourself.

F I R S T - C L A S S 

R E H A B I L I T A T I O N

in Jáchymov

Radonek‘s Tip: Did you know you could come to Jáchy-

mov Spa for treatment fully or partially funded by your 

health insurance company? Ask your general practitioner!
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I do not need spa treatment! We hear this argument every day. 

Nevertheless, apart from its function of a natural healer of severe 

diseases, a spa also serves for relaxation. Even though those who 

are exposed to everyday stress and do not know how to relax may 

also be considered as „severely ill“. 

Jáchymov Spa offers a truly wide range of relaxation and wellness 

programs with different contents and lengths of stay. Whether 

you are staying for the weekend or a week, you may try one of 

the beneficial aromatic baths with additives, or special massages, 

such as Thai, Shiatsu, anti-cellulitis, hot lava stone massage, or the 

exclusive chocolate massage, foot sole reflex massage, or relax in 

the salt cave. The choice is yours!

For couples we have the Aphrodite whirlpool bath, which may be 

complemented with a romantic candlelight dinner and an over-

night stay at the Radium Palace Hotel. It is no surprise that this 

program became number 1 in the selection of wedding anniver-

sary gifts for parents or wedding gifts for newlyweds. The anti-ag-

ing program combining radon therapy with other wellness proce-

dures to slow down the aging process is also brand new.

From the wide offer of provided services, the one-week VITAL 

stays have become quite popular among guests coming to Já-

chymov Spa. The stays are offered in several alternatives to suit 

your individual tastes (relaxation, regeneration and active). You 

may also choose shorter Relax stays or additional programs and 

packages that are not combined with accommodation. You will 

find the current offer of all one-week, weekend and other well-

ness stays at our website www.laznejachymov.cz or in additional 

leaflets available at receptions.

Radonek‘s Tip: Give your friends or family an unforget-

table experience in Jáchymov Spa! With a gift voucher 

for a chocolate massage, a romantic bath, or a permanent 

pass to the Aquacentre, you will definitely be a winner! And 

the voucher? We will gladly issue it at any reception!

WELLNESSWELLNESS

Contact:

Radium Palace Spa Hotel – Wellness Reception

T. G. Masaryka 413, 362 51 Jáchymov

Tel.: +420 353 835 600

E-mail: wellnessrad@laznejachymov.cz

LEARN TO RELAX

For those who don’t need any treatment but who want to get away from the 

permanent stress of ordinary life and to draw new energy, the spa town of 

Jáchymov can offer a diversified choice of relaxation and wellness programs.
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After exactly one hundred years of existence of the radon treat-

ment in Jáchymov, this picturesque West-Bohemian valley is expe-

riencing a massive reconstruction of its oldest spa building – the 

Agricola. The new water park, however, brought most joy to all spa 

guests, visitors from the town and its surroundings, as well as pas-

sionate skiers from the nearby slopes of Klínovec.

The Aquacentre is a place where you can really have great fun. It of-

fers a regular swimming pool with lanes, Kneipp‘s footwalk, a reha-

bilitation pool, a toboggan, a Finish sauna, and a children‘s pool with 

a slide and a waterfall. When you get tired from all the water fun, you 

can visit the local cosy café or the salt cave, indulge in exotic mas-

sages, or work out at the fitness centre. In brief, ideal relaxation...

Agricola Aquacentre

T. G. Masaryka 415, 362 51 Jáchymov

Tel.: +420 353 836 000

E-mail: agricola@laznejachymov.cz

Opening hours: daily from 10:00 a.m. until 10:00 p.m.

■ 25-meter-long swimming pool 

 with two lanes

■ Kneipp‘s footwalk

■ Rehabilitation pool

■ Toboggan

■ Outdoor terrace

■ Finish sauna & steam box

■ Children ´s pool with a slide 

 and a waterfall

■ Cosy café

■ Salt cave

■ Hot stone massage

■ Chocolate massage

■ Classic massage

■ Cryocabin

■ Electro Therapy

■ Radon baths

■ Fitness and solarium 

■ Dry Carbon Bath 

What you will find here:

AGRICOLA AQUACENTREAGRICOLA AQUACENTRE
WATER &  SPA PLEASURES  IN  THE  MOUNTAINS

A real paradise is prepared for water lovers in the Jáchymov 

spa town!
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Sometimes, you need to take your work outdoors. Everyday routine 

is suddenly gone, your colleagues regain miraculous energy and 

learn many new things. Jáchymov Spa offers an ideal opportunity to 

achieve just that. A silent wall of trees and intoxicating scents of the 

woods shield the spa from the tumult of the city. Moreover, you can 

make your meeting, training or teambuilding activities even more 

attractive with the classic offer of relaxation procedures.

We offer:

■ Premises for conferences, workshops, training, 

 or corporate meetings

■ Social premises for celebrations and parties

■ A wide range of spa therapeutic and relaxation  

 procedures

■ Comprehensive catering services

■ A wellness centre at the Radium Palace and the  

 Běhounek spa hotels

■ Outdoor activities (Nordic walking, petanque,   

 Russian skittles, tennis, miniature golf, bike rental)

■ An ideal starting point for trips into the countryside  

 of the Ore Mountains (on foot, bikes, skis)

■ More than 1,200 beds at our spa hotels

■ A fitness centre, a little water world, a sauna world

■ Relaxation in the new Agricola Aquacentre 

 (including optional Aquazorb water-ball rental)

„ M O R E  T H A N “  L E I S U R E  T I M E 

SERVICESSERVICES

C O N G R E S S  S E R V I C E S

T E A M B U I L D I N G

Right in the middle of the Krušné (Ore) Mountains you can find not only 

peace for your relaxation but also a setting for your negotiations, trainings 

and a variety of team activities.
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As everyone is different and seeks different distractions to relax, 

we have prepared a wide offer of activities for you to choose 

from according to your mood or interests. 

Culture

Activity managers are in charge of activities and entertainment at 

each spa hotel. You may enjoy fashion shows, Moravian folk mu-

sic, country music, classical music, as well as rock concerts. If you 

want to go out and visit Karlovy Vary, for example, we will gladly 

get programs of theatres, cinemas or galleries for you. You can also 

find a cinema in Jáchymov. It is beyond any doubt that the „Open-

ing of the Spa Season“ and the „Jáchymov Music Autumn“ belong 

among unforgettable cultural experiences. 

Sports Facilities

The spa premises offer a tennis court, a miniature golf course, 

petanque, chess, or Russian skittles. Bike rental is also available 

for your convenience so there is no need to take your bike with 

you. Those who wish to try Nordic walking may take advantage 

of our experienced instructor. Moreover, you can go for a swim 

in the hotel swimming pools or the Agricola Aquacentre. We will 

also readily book a bowling lane for you at any reception.

Jáchymov is an ideal choice for those keen on winter sports. Cross-

country tracks in the total length of 140 kilometres are maintained 

for cross-country skiers all winter. A number of downhill courses 

for all skill levels with lengths ranging from 330 to 1,500 metres 

are within reach for alpine skiers. And snowboarders will surely 

enjoy the U-ramp. And you can enjoy so much fun in summer as 

well! The woody terrain with significant superelevation is suitable 

for both hikers and mountain bikers. You may also have fun on the 

summer bobsleigh track in the nearby town of Oberwiesenthal.

T R I P S  &  E N T E R T A I N M E N T

Radonek‘s Tip: It is only a short walk from Jáchymov 

to the Path of Baby Jesus, offering plenty of fun for 

children and adults alike. If you do not want to freeze in win-

ter, visit the unique exhibition of the Creches of Boží Dar.

Trips

Jáchymov Spa organizes regular bus trips to the more remote parts 

of the region. And as to nearer places, you may either walk on foot or 

go by bike there. There is also plenty to see in Jáchymov alone, e.g. the 

Latin School Library from 1624 (housing 52 incunabula), the Hospital 

Church, the Church of St. Joachim, the Royal Mint with a museum, the 

Town Hall from the first half of the 16th century, and much more... 

Literally just steps from Jáchymov, in the village of Boží Dar, you will 

find the largest nature reserve in West Bohemia, i.e. the Boží Dar 

Peat Bog National Nature Reserve. Nearby, you will find the techni-

cal monument known as Blatenský příkop (Blatná Chanel) dating to 

1540. When you walk a little further, you may stop by at the Rýžovna 

chalet and taste the various cheeses made by the local farm. The Vlčí 

jámy Nature Monument is a unique reminder of mining activities 

where, owing to the rare local climate, you may see snow all year 

round. You will find the nature monument near the lookout tower at 

Blatenský vrch (Blatná Hill) above the village of Horní Blatná. If you 

want to admire the view of the countryside, you may go to the much 

nearer Plešivec Hill or to the top of Klínovec, which you can reach 

quite comfortably with a chairlift from Jáchymov. On the opposite 

side, you will find the Strašidla rock walls. The rock walls are one of 

a few locations where you may mountain-climb or just relax while 

admiring the unbelievable rock formations.

And what other interesting places are there to see in the farther 

surroundings? Out of the many we ought to mention the West 

Bohemian spa triangle – Karlovy Vary (Carlsbad), Mariánské Lázně 

(Marienbad) and Františkovy Lázně (Franzensbad), the royal town 

of Cheb, the village of Královské Poříčí with the Bernard Farmstead 

– a centre of traditional folk crafts, the romantic Hauenštejn castle 

with popular night excursions, the town of Ostrov only a few kilo-

metres away, with a complex of Sorela style buildings and the re-

cently reconstructed former Piarist monastery – the Holy Parish.
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The elegant five-storey building was built on the site of a former 

inn in Viennese Neo-Classicist style in 1912 by a joint-stock com-

pany from Vienna headed by Count Ernst Tarrouca. In its time, the 

Radium Palace was one of the most modern spa hotels in Central 

Europe. A terrace with a colonnade and balustrades was built after 

World War I. A dancing bar was built in the basement and tennis 

courts with the Forest Café were opened nearby. After a thorough 

reconstruction in 1998, the hotel has once again regained its posi-

tion at the top. 

The summer terrace with a view of the park is a pleasant place 

where you can spend your leisure time. And air-conditioned café 

with large glass windows and a wide variety of refreshments, as 

well as a large hall for social gatherings are also at your disposal. If 

you love dancing, you will certainly enjoy the stylish dancing bar 

with live music. The concert hall offers excellent acoustics and it is 

the venue of regular cultural events and various concerts.

You will feel an air of ease and tranquillity from the parks, paths, the alcove 

and pond, and the balustrades of the home-like spa centre of Jáchymov. 

The richly decorated facades and interiors of historical spa houses and 

the uncompromising functionality of modern hotels will draw you into the 

atmosphere of their time.

SPA HOUSESSPA HOUSES

Spa Hotel 

R A D I U M  P A L A C E

✶  ✶  ✶  ✶

The Radium Palace is situated in the middle 

of a forest park and amidst the green trees, 

it resembles a beautiful pearl necklace.

Hotel Amenities:

■ Curative procedures

■ Board

■ Accommodation categories - suites, Superior Plus,  

 Superior, de Luxe, I. A, guest rooms specially furnished  

 for people with limited mobility

■ Guest room amenities - en suite bathroom with a tub  

 or shower, toilet, satellite TV, refrigerator, minibar,  

 in-room safe, telephone, Internet access, hair dryer, 

 a computer with Internet access in higher category  

 rooms, bathrobes, radio alarm clock, rooms service

■ Services - WiFi, wellness centre, swimming pool,  

 hairdresser and specialised beauty salon, pedicure,  

 business centre, social hall, library, ironing room, car  

 rental, lift

■ Sports - tennis, miniature golf, Nordic walking,  

 mountain bike rental, ski storage room

■ Guarded car park

RADIUM PALACE Spa Hotel

T. G. Masaryka 413, 362 51 Jáchymov

Reception Tel.: +420 353 835 111, Fax: +420 353 831 743

Reservations Tel.: +420 353 835 555, Fax: +420 353 835 777

E-mail: radiumpalace@laznejachymov.cz

Radonek‘s Tip: Is the meal composition unsuitable for 

you? Our nutrition specialists will prepare your meals 

according to your specific requirements – e.g. vegetarian 

or gluten-free diet. 
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When arriving in Jáchymov, you cannot miss a vast building 

standing in the slope above the valley of Jáchymov. It has become 

a popular place sought by many visitors for its spaciousness, 

airiness and the magnificent view of the surrounding countryside 

of the Ore Mountains. 

Spa Hotel

B ù H O U N E K

✶  ✶  ✶  + 

Hotel Amenities:

■ Curative and wellness procedures

■ Buffet-style board

■ Accommodation category - I.A, barrier-free rooms,  

 single rooms, double rooms, and suites

■ Guest room amenities - en suite bathroom, toilet,  

 satellite TV, minibar, in-room safe, telephone, balcony  

 (in all rooms), optional Internet access 

■ Services - sauna, swimming pool with whirlpool and  

 Kneipp‘s footwalk, café, hairdresser, cosmetician,  

 pedicure, library, WiFi Internet access, sunbathing  

 terrace with sun beds, lift

AKADEMIK BĚHOUNEK Spa Hotel

Lidická 1015, 362 51 Jáchymov

Reception Tel.: +420 353 834 111, Fax: +420 353 831 283

Reservations Tel.: +420 353 834 444, Fax: +420 353 834 777

E-mail: behounek@laznejachymov.cz

You may also stay at the following dependencies:

DALIBOR DEPENDENCY

■ Shared bathrooms and toilets on each floor 

■ Single and double rooms  ■ Common room with TV, lift

 J IT¤ENKA DEPENDENCY

■ Shared bathrooms and toilets on each floor

■ Single and double rooms  ■ Common room with TV

PENZION M DEPENDENCY

■ All rooms with en suite bathroom and toilet

■ Single and double rooms, suite

The complex of three spa houses is located in the very centre of 

Jáchymov, just a few steps from the bus stop. The oldest, Elektra, 

was built in 1900. The modern building of the Curie spa sanato-

rium was built in the 1990s and after a thorough reconstruction in 

2004, the Elektra, Curie and Praha were connected to form a single 

complex. Guests staying at each of the spa houses may take ad-

vantage of all the offered services, including balneological and 

medical care, under one roof.

Spa Complex

C U R I E - P R A H A - E L E K T R A 

✶  ✶  ✶

CURIE - PRAHA - ELEKTRA Spa Complex

Agricolovo nám. 1036, 362 51 Jáchymov

Reception Tel.: +420 353 832 111, Fax: +420 353 831 683

Reservations Tel.: +420 353 836 666, Fax: +420 353 832 777

E-mail: curie@laznejachymov.cz

You may also stay at the adjoining dependencies:

ASTORIA DEPENDENCY

■ Accommodation category - I.A

■ Guest room amenities - en suite bathroom with a shower,  

 toilet, satellite TV, Internet, telephone, and refrigerator

LUÎICE DEPENDENCY

■ Guest room amenities - en suite bathroom with a shower, 

toilet, radio, telephone, refrigerator and TV available for rental
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Complex Amenities:

■ Curative procedures

■ Board

■ Accommodation category - I.A, barrier-free rooms

■ Guest room amenities – en suite bathroom with a  

 shower, toilet, satellite TV, telephone, refrigerator,  

 minibar, in-room safe

■ Services - hairdresser, manicure, pedicure, beauty salon,  

 bathrobe and hair dryer rental, WiFi Internet access, 

 day bar, café, ironing room, hotel laundry, terrace with  

 sun beds, currency exchange, ATM, library, souvenirs;  

 guest rooms in the Elektra and Praha do not have a safe

■ Guarded car park
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Mapa města Jáchymov

Léčebné lázně Jáchymov, a. s. Zajímavá místa
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Map of the Town of Jáchymov

Léčebné lázně Jáchymov a. s. Places of Interest
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